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of the 18th century did not have separate, perfectly spaced tone-holes for all notes of the chromatic scale. Notes outside the flute's basic scale of D major had to be produced through cross-fingerings, which were often too sharp or too flat. Throughout the century, method books instructed flautists in how to adjust those pitches that were likely to be too sharp or flat. But because this was a tricky business, particularly in keys which required many cross-fingerings, the flute gained a reputation for being out of tune. When a fine player achieved good intonation it was worthy of special comment. Characteristic here is a comment Abert reports Mozart's making to the brother of the eminent flautist Wendling: Well, you know, it's different with your brother. In the first place, he is not such a doodler, and then you don't always have to be afraid with him when you know a note is about to come that it is going to be much too low or too high-see here, it's always right. His heart is in the right place and so are his ears and the tip of his tongue, and he does not believe that you are done with just blowing and fingering, and then he also knows what Adagio means.7
Mozart, of course, was not a flautist, and perhaps disputes about the ideal sound of the flute were of little concern to him. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that he was concerned with expressive playing and with good intonation, even if the passage above is spurious. Perhaps Mozart's widely quoted expression of abhorrence of the flute (see below) had more to do with the defective intonation and lack of expressive playing on the part of some of the flautists he heard, especially amateurs, than with the tone quality of the instrument itself.
However that may be, Mozart was exposed to the flute from an early age. At the court of the Archbishopric of Salzburg where his father Leopold was employed, there were four flautists in the year after Wolfgang's birth, and one was said to play concertos on the flute and oboe very well.s Leopold, in fact, had written five flute concertos before Wolfgang's birth, and perhaps Wolfgang as a child had a chance to hear one or more of them played by one of the court flautists.9 Then, when he was seven and a half years old, the family stopped at Schwetzingen, the summer residence of the Elector Palatine Carl Theodor, and at a concert arranged specially for the Mozarts, heard Wendling, whom Leopold described as 'an admirable flautist.'10 Mozart himself began to write for the flute at an early age. Although the sonatas for harpsichord with the accompaniment of a violin or flute he wrote at the age of eight in London were clearly not conceived of for the flute-they show no consideration of the limi-tations of its range, for one thing-he followed them up with some flute solos written for the Duke of Wirtenberg (K33a) in Lausanne in 1766 when he was ten; these works have been lost. He soon began to include the flute in larger ensembles. As early as 1767 he scored for flutes (with horns and strings) in one aria in Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebots, a Lenten oratorio of which he set Part I; a symphony (K43) in which two flutes replace the oboes in the Andante; and in six divertimenti for flute, horn, trumpet, trombone, violin, viola and cello (K67), which have been lost. In 1768 he included flutes in one aria in Bastien und Bastienne, as well as in a soprano aria in Benedictus sit Deus (K117/66a), in which they appear with horns, strings and organ. The pairing of flutes with horns in a number of Mozart's early works seems odd until one realizes that in other movements in these works oboes are frequently paired with horns, and the oboe players would simply have put down their oboes and picked up their flutes for the movements in which flutes appear. For this reason too, Mozart wrote for flutes in whatever keys horns were pitched, in spite of the fact that one of the most frequent horn keys, F major, was problematic for the flute.
As for symphonies, Neal Zaslaw states that 'Mozart's practice in his orchestral serenades and earlier symphonies was to use either oboes or flutes, not both. . . The few early symphonies requiring pairs of flutes and oboes played simultaneously originated as overtures to theatrical works.'11 When oboes are used in the earlier symphonies, flutes often replace them in the slow movement. This works in reverse in the Symphony in A major, K114, in which flutes play in all but the Andante.
In 1775 Mozart heard the fine flautist Johann Baptist Becke, a member of the court orchestra at Munich, when Becke came to Salzburg to take part in a performance of a serenata by Domenico Pischietti as well as Mozart's Il repastore, on the occasion of the visit of Archduke Maximilian Franz.12 In Il re pastore the soloistic nature of the first flute part and its role in duetting with the tenor soloist in one of the arias, 'Se vincendo' shows Mozart's sensitivity to the flute's fleet-footedness in its upper register.
Another flautist Mozart encountered before his long sojourn in Mannheim which was to have important consequences for his flute composition was Johann Thomas Cassel, a double bass player in the Salzburg court chapel. Cassel played the solo part in a flute concerto by Mozart at a rehearsal on 25 July 1777; the identity of the work is uncertain. The performance presumably took place the next day at the Mozart home for the name day of Nan-
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On 23 September 1777 Wolfgang and his mother set out on a long journey, stopping first at Munich and Augsburg, and reaching Mannheim on 30 October. In Augsburg Mozart was taken to visit the flautist, composer and Kapellmeister Friedrich Hartmann Graf, for whose performance of a concerto for two flutes in Graf's home Mozart had to play the first violin part. In a letter to his father, Mozart heavily criticized the concerto, although not the playing.14 In Mannheim, where he and his mother remained for more than four months, Mozart spent a great deal of time with the court flautist Wendling, who arranged for an important commission for Mozart. The commission came from a certain 'Indian' or 'Dutchman' named Dejean for 'three short, simple concertos and a couple of quartets for the flute' in exchange for 200 gulden."5 There has long been an air of mystery surrounding the identity of the amateur flautist who commissioned these works from Mozart. However, in an article published in 1981, the problem of his identity seems to have been successfully solved by Frank Lequin.16 According to Lequin's painstaking detective work, the person who commissioned Mozart's chief works for flute was Ferdinand Dejean (1731-97), a physician who practised for a time in Indonesia, settled in Amsterdam and took a degree in medicine at Leiden University, and became an internationally known scholar of medicine. After the death of his wife in 1773 Dejean travelled extensively through Europe and met Mozart in Mannheim.
In any case, Mozart had trouble fulfilling Dejean's commission, and in a letter to his father defending himself for not having completed the commissioned works, expressed his utter lack of sympathy for the flute. This comment has unfortunately been widely quoted as representing Mozart's lifelong attitude toward the flute. Here is the remark in context: M. De Jean is also leaving for Paris tomorrow and, because I have only finished two concertos and three quartets for him, has sent me 96 gulden (that is, 4 gulden too little, evidently supposing that this was the half of 200); but he must pay me in full, for that was my agreement with the Wendlings, and I can send him the other pieces later. It is not surprising that I have not been able to finish them, for I never have a single quiet hour here. I can only compose at night, so that I can't get up early as well; besides, one is not always in the mood for working. I could, to be sure, scribble off things the whole day long, but a composition of this kind goes out into the world, and naturally I do not want to have cause to be ashamed of my name on the title-page. Moreover, you know that I become quite powerless whenever I am obliged to write for an instru-ment which I cannot bear. Hence as a diversion I compose something else, such as duets for clavier and violin, or I work at my mass. 17 On the one hand, Mozart's remark was doubtless coloured by the fact that he was smarting from Leopold's chastisement of him for not having finished the music for Dejean, at a time when Leopold was beset with worries about the financial situation of Wolfgang and his mother.18 Furthermore, his lack of enthusiasm for the flute at this time may have had something to do with the fact that he was writing for an amateur flautist. On the other hand, Mozart seems never to have been inspired to write solo flute works for a professional player, with the exception of the symphonie concertante he composed just a little later for Wendling on flute, Ramm on oboe, Punto on horn and Ritter on bassoon for those musicians to play in Paris.
In fact, Mozart was never to complete the flute works for Dejean, although in the letter quoted above he states that he had finished two concertos and three quartets. These have traditionally been presumed to be the flute concerto in G major, K313/285c; the flute concerto in D major, K314/285d (which is probably an arrangement of the oboe concerto in C major Mozart wrote in 1777);19 the quartet in D major, K285; the quartet in G major, K285a; and the quartet in C major, K Anh.171/285b. However, there are problems in transmission that cast severe doubts upon the authenticity of the G and C major quartets, and stylistic studies further suggest that the latter work is almost certainly not by Mozart.2' Another work Mozart presumably wrote for Dejean is the Andante in C major for flute and orchestra, K315/285e. Since this work survives in an autograph copy there is no question of its authenticity, and the handwriting, the Mannheim paper on which it is written, and the assumption that Mozart would not have written for the flute without a commission, all point to its connection with Dejean. Nevertheless, Einstein's suggestion that this movement was written as an alternate middle movement for the G major flute concerto, since the original slow movement was 'so personal, one might say even so fantastic, so completely individual in character, that the man who had commissioned the work evidently did not know what to do with it,21 or that the movement may have been too difficult for Dejean,2 has been all too readily accepted.
From Mannheim, Mozart moved on to Paris. Here he wrote the symphonie concertante for flute, oboe, horn and bassoon (K Anh.9/297b), which was intended to be played at the Concert Spirituel, but, perhaps due to EARLY MUSIC FEBRUARY 1992 intrigues on the part of Cambini, was not performed there; the work subsequently disappeared.23 In Paris Mozart also received a commission from the Duc de Guines, an amateur flautist, whose daughter was a harpist. Mozart wrote to his father: I think I told you in my last letter, that the Duc de Guines, whose daughter is my pupil in composition, plays the flute extremely well, and that she plays the harp magnifique.24
For them Mozart composed the double concerto for flute and harp in C major, K299/297c.
To complete the picture of the solo and chamber works Mozart wrote for the flute, the A major flute quartet, K298, has been now firmly established as having been written in Vienna not before 1786, perhaps for a family that delighted in home music-making with whom Mozart was on friendly terms.25 Finally, Mozart composed the Adagio and Rondo, K617, for glass harmonica, flute, oboe, viola and cello in 1791 for the glass harmonica virtuosa Marianne von Kirchgessner.
While Mozart's flute writing in his earlier works is by and large relatively simple, if not always idiomatic (see, however, the idiomatic flute writing in the Divertimento in D major for flute, oboe, bassoon, four horns and strings, K131), in his works for Dejean Mozart showed himself an astute judge of what worked well on a good instrument with a good player. In the two securely established works composed for Dejean, the G major concerto and the D major quartet (both extremely good keys for the flute), one is reminded of John Gunn's 'two opinions [which] . . . prevail on the method in which this instrument ought to be played'. There are passages which require bold expression of full and loud notes and exploit the brilliance and clarity of the flute in its upper register (for example, where the flute ascends to high g"' several times in succession in the recapitulation of the first movement of the concerto),6 as well as passages which require softness, grace and tender expression.
Finally, in his later operas, symphonies and concertos, Mozart often pushed the flute to extremes, utilizing its third octave extensively (usually stopping with g'" but occasionally going as high as a"'6 and a"'), assigning it chromatic passages and requiring it to play in difficult keys, and unquestionably treating it as an equal member of the ensemble. In an essay published in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung in Leipzig in November 1798, an anonymous author (whom Bernard Schultze identifies as A. Andre from Offenbach) particularly associates Mozart with high flute writing:
There was a time when the flute was not only called the softest of all the instruments, but it really was; when it was proverbial and the ideal with which everything soft-toned was compared. Now things are different. The most modern composers usually write for this instrument so that it has to shriek or rather whistle piercingly in the high register; and Virtuosos love this sharp, cutting tone so much that they play everything in iteven their Solos and Adagios. Is this good? I am quite aware that a single flute piping in the high register, which as far as I know Mozart first introduced, or at least used most frequently, has an excellent effect in certain circumstances-as for example in the Overture to his Don Giovanni-but why do Gentlemen now write everything in this way? Why do Virtuosos now teach their pupils no other tone than this acute one? Why do Virtuosos now deliver everything in this piercing tone?17 Certainly, in Mozart's later orchestral works, one can discern no trace of abhorrence or mistrust of the flute.
What sorts of flutes would the musicians who played Mozart's works have used? And would Mozart's later works have demanded flutes of a different sort from his earlier ones? Without a doubt, the flautists playing
Mozart's early works would have used the type of fourpiece one-key flute that emerged during the third and fourth decades of the 18th century.'8 Like the Jacob Denner flute seen in illus.1, this sort of flute had a head joint with an embouchure hole into which the player blew; two middle joints, each of which had three tone holes; and a foot joint with a seventh tone-hole covered by a closed key that could be opened to produce the lowest semitone (e' /d' #) on the instrument, as well as certain other pitches. Though the Denner flute illustrated here cannot be precisely dated, it was made before 1735, when Denner died, and it may be considered a typical late Baroque flute.
One of the reasons for dividing the flute's former long middle joint into two pieces was to make it easier to alter the overall pitch of the flute in order to accommodate the various pitch standards in use in different places. before 18o6 since it is stamped with Grenser's usual trademark, the crossed swords of Saxony, rather than with the Saxon crown with which he replaced it after this date. Both flutes have a register in the foot joint. There is no tuning barrel in the head joint as in the Richard Potter flute; rather, the exchange pieces adjust the pitch level of the instrument. Only one Grenser flute-and that seems to be one of yet another Grenser, Heinrich Ottohas a tuning barrel.3" According to Phillip Young, these two flutes are virtually identical, although they may have been made some 20 to 40 years apart. 36 One basic point these pictures make is that the design of the one-key flute did not change essentially between the mid-1730s and the end of the 18th century. However, such aspects of the flute as the diameter of its bore, the size and shape of its embouchure hole, the degree of undercutting of its embouchure and finger holes, etc., did vary, but apparently more by the maker than by the period. Until detailed studies have been made of the work of individual makers, clear profiles provided of their instrument designs and how they evolved over time, and systematic comparisons then made of the work of different makers, it will be virtually impossible to describe with any degree of precision the flute in the Classical era.37 Current makers of flutes based on 18thcentury instruments who have studied and measured a number of old instruments have suggested to me that at present it is not possible to describe any definitive pattern in the overall development of the flute at that time. 38 The size of finger holes appears to have remained about the same as earlier in the century. Embouchure holes, on the other hand, became quite diverse in size and shape. Rod Cameron has suggested that in general embouchure holes became slightly larger and more elliptical in Mozart's time, and Friedrich von Huene that they became much more oval. However, some makers retained small and more or less round embouchure holes late in the century. As for the flute's bore, Ardal Powell states that, while in the last quarter of the 18th century the number of flutes with very large bores was considerably smaller than earlier in the century, there was no unanimous progression from larger to smaller bores. According to Rod Cameron, while in the earlier part of the century the diameter of the head joint bore was 19 mm or more, in Mozart's time it rarely exceeded 18.6 mm. However, Friedrich von Huene stated that in England the head joint bore remained large (around Yet we do not know what make of flute the flautists most closely associated with Mozart at Salzburg and Mannheim played. Wendling, for one, must have encountered many different kinds of flutes in the course of his travels, and Dejean also travelled widely.44 It seems likely, however, that some of the musicians who played Mozart's music would have owned flutes made by the Grensers, especially August Grenser, since their flutes were widely admired. Still, when Leopold Mozart ordered two oboes and two english horns from August Grenser in 1772 for the court at Salzburg, he mentioned in a letter to J. G. I. Breitkopf that he only knew Grenser's name from having seen it on one or another flute and oboe. And since the Grenser instruments Leopold ordered did not arrive for six years (to Leopold's enormous frustration), and when they did the english horns played very poorly, it seems unlikely that Grenser's reputation gained much ground in Salzburg.41 Another question that must be addressed concerns the number of keys on the flutes used by musicians to play Mozart's music. Well before Mozart's time experiments had been made to lengthen the foot joint of the flute so that it could play down to c' # or c'. Additional holes for these notes were bored into a longer foot joint, and these were fitted with open-standing keys that could be closed to produce the lower notes. A few early 18thcentury flutes were made with two keys: one for e' /d'# and one for c' .46 The Heinrich Grenser flute illustrated in illus.5 has two alternate foot joints. One is of standard length and has only one key. The other, longer foot joint, which appears second from the right in the illustration, has three keys-one for e' /d' #, one for c' #/d' , and one for c'. This flute also has other additional keys to which I shall now turn.
It was apparently during Mozart's youth that a few makers began supplying the two middle joints of the flute with additional keys. The definitive history of these 5 Five-or seven-key flute with two upper middle joints and two foot joints by Johann Heinrich Grenser (formerly owned by the Wichita Band Instrument Company, Wichita, Kansas)
keys has yet to be written, but their introduction seems to have arisen from attempts both to improve the intonation of and to strengthen the sound of certain crossfingered chromatic notes. New holes for these notes were made in the instrument, and these were usually fitted with closed keys that the player opened to produce one of these notes. A few flutes simply added one or two new keys; but the usual number added was three-one for a' # /b'6, one for g' #/a'6 and one forf'. (These pitches were duplicated in the second octave of the instrument by means of overblowing.) These keys were primarily useful for playing long notes and trills, since they were rather cumbersome for fast passagework.
The Almost certainly the Duc de Guines for whom Mozart wrote the flute and harp concerto had a six-key English flute similar to these Potter and Gedney instruments. The duke had been ambassador to London until 1776, where he would have had the opportunity to learn about the instrument and to acquire one.49 This is confirmed by several passages in the concerto in which Mozart included not only low d'6 and c' but also a long a'6 marked with a crescendo to forte, which would have been impossible to make on the weak cross-fingered a'6 of the one-key flute." Since the second movement of the concerto is in F major, it contains a number of passages which would benefit from the use of the f and b' keys on long notes, although these passages are playable on the one-key flute.
In Dresden, while August Grenser primarily continued to turn out flutes with one key, Heinrich Grenser made many flutes with additional keys. His extant flutes have anywhere from one to eight keys, although more have one or four keys than any other number. In illus.5, on the flute's lower middle joint (shown attached to the short foot joint in the centre of the illustration), one can see ag g key (which, unlike Potter, Grenser placed on the lower rather than on the upper middle joint) and an f' key with two touchpieces-one to be activated by the fourth finger of the right hand and the other to be activated by the little finger of the left hand for passages in which the use of the fourth finger of the right hand was not feasible. On the two alternate upper middle joints (shown second from the left and on the far right in the illustration) one can see a b' key which appears to have been designed to be activated by the thumb of the right hand rather the thumb of the left hand, which was much more common. In spite of Heinrich Grenser's frequent use of additional keys, in defending his work against the attacks of another instrument designer, Johann Georg Tromlitz, he wrote: To add a key in order to improve this or that note, however, is neither difficult nor clever. The keys themselves are nothing new at all, for even as a boy I used them to strengthen the weak notes, and it was easy for me to assign them the right places because I was carefully instructed by my father in my earliest years about the appropriate place for each note. Since, however, the greatest art consists in building flutes on which one may accomplish everything without keys, it is therefore necessary to alleviate the deficiencies still prevalent in such flutes in a manner which works just as well as a key?. usual e', f', g'?, b'P, c'# and c' keys, as well as a key  for c" and a second touchpiece for f'; the which would enable us to date instruments, until someone works out some guidelines for this. It would be guesswork. BRUCE HAYNES What I found with oboes was that the Dresden makers who date their instruments were then copied by other makers, and then there were secondgeneration copies. You could begin to make a dating system that way.
Both Potter and
NEAL ZASLAW On the question of enharmonic tunings, the 1780s and 1790s seem to be the period when there is a change in the matter of whether for example G# is lower than Ab or higher, A# is lower than Bb. Do the fingering charts show when this change happened? BRUCE HAYNES I believe there's a connection between the addition of keys to the flutes and their tuning systems.
Because the note f' was too fuzzy and the distance between f and f' was too small they added a key, at which point the f and f' could be in tune. JANE BOWERS In Hotteterre's treatise of 1707 the assumption is that tuning is mean-tone, but there's already a perception that there's a problem with the tuning of the flute; it's just a technical thing.
DON SMITHERS What was the relationship in pitch between, say, Paris and Vienna?
BRUCE HAYNES My impression is that there were two or three Parisian pitches at that time, but that the Concert Spirituel, which is where Mozart and a lot of foreigners played, had the highest pitch around. If you compare other factors-like that French players played there and in the opera but maybe transposed-then perhaps the pitch was already near a'=44o. Viennese pitch was regarded as high, so maybe the two were similar. But very little has been published yet on these matters. . Seiffert makes much of discrepancies in Mozart's letters regarding the number of works he said he was commissioned to write and claims to have completed, questions his veracity with regard to these works in his letters to his father, and concludes that Mozart was really commissioned to write four quartets for Dejean but completed no more than two. The only extant autograph material from the C major quartet, a sketch often bars from the first movement, appears to date from several years after Mozart's sojourn in Mannheim (1781, according to Seiffert in the Kritischer Bericht of the NMA VIII/20/2, p.17), and for reasons too lengthy to recount here, the quartet in the form in which it is known today is very likely not by Mozart. The G major quartet also raises some questions. All editions before the old Mozart Gesamtausgabe combined the first movement of the D major quartet with the two movements of the G major quartet, thus creating a three-movement work that began in D major and ended in G major. As early as 1792 Artaria published the parts in this form; see especially A. Einstein, Preface, W A. Mozart: Quartet for Flute (or Violin), Violin, Viola and Violoncello, K no.285a (London, 1937). U. Toeplitz, in Die Holzblaser in der Musik Mozarts und ihr Verhiltnis zur Tonartwahl (Baden-Baden, 1978) , p.96, suggests that the G major quartet is utterly galantin character and far from the mannered Mannheim taste; it may have had an earlier origin. The C major quartet was first published by Bossler in Speyer in 1788. The A major quartet, K298, which belongs to a later period of Mozart's composition, did not appear in print before 1808, when it was published by Johann Traeg in Vienna. However, since Traeg announced in the Wiener Zeitung of 17 October 1787 that a quartet by Mozart could be had from him, this may well have been the A major quartet; see Deutsch, Documentary Biography, pp.300oo-301o.
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